
ULAND is our world remade

In this Battle & Build, Play & Earn, real-time PvP strategy game, this new virtual 

world is mapped against our real one: full of Countries, Regions/States, and Plots 

of Land that players can Collect, Explore, Develop and Battle for control of 

against thousands of other players from around the world!

Built using blockchain technology, ULAND is leveraging the best of NFT's, Gaming 

and Web3 to bring you a gaming experience unlike any other.

Next-Gen Strategy Web3 Gaming

Expand your empire by collecting and developing your own VIRTUAL LAND on this 

immersive, globally scaled game board. Divided into thousands of Hex Plots, 

players will be able to Mine & Harvest for valuable in-game Resources (such as 

Gold, Stone, Wood & Diamond) and trade them at the Marketplace.

Explore our world for rare resources, establish Trade Routes, set up virtual 

Businesses, build grand Cities and carve out your Empire.

Battle for dominance in our state-of-the-art PvP (Player vs Player) Battle Arena 

with unique Heroes, deploy Battle Cards strategically to gain an edge and earn 

in-game rewards.

Welcome to ULAND! Let’s build the future together.

WHAT IS ULAND?



ULAND’S MISSION

ULAND began as a dream shared by two creators, 57 pixels and flume. As the 

interest in crypto & NFTs has grown in recent years, these two friends 

thought there was room for a grander vision that would fuse Blockchain, NFTs 

and compelling concepts of strategy games beloved by millions. 

Their idea was simple: 

What if you could COLLECT and OWN your very own ‘virtual’ countries based 

on the real world?

Well, the ULAND team has mapped our Real World into this new metaverse. 

Unlike NFTs in the current digital art space, ULAND NFTs are geographic 

assets that can be interacted with in the game, from countries to states, 

cities & factories, and even famous wonders like the Eiffel Tower and Chichen 

Itza!

Civilization itself becomes a playground for our ULANDERS, as they both work 

together & battle to create an insulated in-game economy freed from the 

government & financial institutions of the real world. It’s a chance for our 

players to remake the world, through in-game land acquisition, resource 

management and an addictive Battle System, which rewards players with a 

place in a new type of in-game economy.



DISCLAIMER

Whilst reading, please acknowledge this Whitepaper & Game Guide and the Website are 

intended for general informational purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an 

offer document, an offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell 

any product, item, or asset (whether digital or otherwise). The information herein may 

not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a contractual relationship.

ULAND is a unique ‘Play to Earn’ Crypto MetaVerse Game where NFT Virtual Land is 

mapped to real Countries and States, this COMBINED with the $ULAND currency & 

$XPLR in-game reward token, it creates an insulated, organic and secure economy 

where users can trade and earn in-game rewards on the Binance Smart Chain.

ULAND does not guarantee or promise earnings, rewards. Any reference to owning 

land, earnings, taxes or rewards is a reference to game and virtual land simulation 

and not a reference to the real world. No expectations of profit are to be made. 

ULAND is a game and any purchases made are for entertainment purposes only.

All references to staking signify staking of in-game ULAND currency, within the 

countries and marketplace in the game and do not correspond to any similarities with 

the real world.There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such 

information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported to be 

provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.

Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the Litepaper, 

Whitepaper or the Website may become outdated as a result; and neither the Company 

nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct this document in 

connection therewith.

Unreleased features, certain game mechanics and rewards discussed in the 

Litepaper/Game Guide are subject to change as the game develops.

Please also see our general Terms and Conditions.

https://whitepaper.uland.io/


TEAM

View more about our Marketing, 3D Art & Motion, Graphic Design, 
UI/UX Teams in the Game Guide (Whitepaper)

CO-FOUNDER
Core, Backend, Game Development
25 years development. Strong 
passion for software dev. Blockchain 
ninja, passionate about Web3.

@57_PIXELS

CO-FOUNDER
Core, UI, Game Development
20+ years development. Keen passion 
for Crypto, UI/UX, Gaming and 
everything Blockchain.

@FLUME🌊

CO-FOUNDER
Head of Community, Support & 
Partnerships
20 years in customer relations & PR, 
marketing & partnerships. Avid 
gamer.

@BITSNBITES

MARKETING STRATEGIST
Head of Marketing
7 years of Web2 and 2 years Web3 
marketing experience.

@MITCHV

https://whitepaper.uland.io/
https://twitter.com/0x57_Pixels
https://twitter.com/0x57_Pixels
https://twitter.com/flume_dev
https://twitter.com/flume_dev
https://twitter.com/BitsNBites4
https://twitter.com/BitsNBites4
https://twitter.com/Mitchv_eth
https://twitter.com/Mitchv_eth


BACKSTORY

The year is   2070 , and the world has reached a turning point. Humanity’s 

latest evolution is a huge leap forward in energy technology: the discovery of  

. Element Zero (E0)  , a source of energy tied into the electromagnetic flow 

of quantum space-time. 

Harnessed within .Quantic Cells , the use of Element Zero accelerated 

technological development across the globe, levelled the playing field 

between nations, and created a new economy that has begun to reshape the 

world. New currencies emerged within ULAND: .$ULAND  for the acquisition 

of in-game land, and  .$XPLR  for energy, resources, and everything else 

within the game universe.

Old alliances will fall, and new configurations will soon take shape. 

 .HEROES    across the globe rise to fight for their new nations, states, and 

territories, duking it out one .HEX PLOT  at a time. Element Zero is highly 

sought after,  .BATTLED   for,  .MINED  , and  .TRADED  . It can fuel empires 

and revolutions alike. For those who own Element Zero, rule. And those who 

rule…

BUILD THE FUTURE_



GAME OVERVIEW

Expand your empire by collecting and developing your own VIRTUAL LAND on 

this immersive, globally scaled game board.

Divided into Hex Plots, players will be able to mine & farm for valuable 

in-game resources (such as Gold, Stone, Wood & Diamond), trade them within 

the ULAND Marketplace, and build Cities & Businesses within the game.

All run through the two in-game currencies of $ULAND & $XPLR, players will 

compete to garner the most achievements and earn in-game rewards 

fighting on Hex Plots with unique Heroes against other players across the 

globe in our state-of-the-art PvP (Player vs Player) Battle Arena.

Each Season bringing new challenges, opportunities and innovations!



TOKENOMICS

$ULAND

The in-game Currency for all other 
Marketplace purchases & Battle Rewards

$XPLR

+ Facilitates Marketplace Trading
+ Airdrop reserve for Early-birds
+ 1% Tax to the Battle Reward Pool
+ Distributes in-game rewards from Battles & 
Border Taxes
+ In-game Staking

LAND OWNERSHIP

The primary in-game Currency for trading 
in-game Land and Rewards

+ Fixed supply of 1,000,000,000 tokens
+ Collect / Trade Tiered Land NFTs (T1, T2, T3)
+ In-game Distribution Taxes to T1 & T2 holders
+ In-game Staking
+ Multi-layered in-game reward system to NFT 
Land holders

Land is the building block of any empire, and in ULAND this is no different. On 

a map based on the real world, three different in-game NFT Land tiers are 

available to players: -

Tier 1 = Countries. Tier 2 = Regions/States. Tier 3 = Hex Plots



COUNTRIES - TIER I NFTs

This is where it all began with ULAND. Own a piece of the ULAND world, and 

enjoy some of the largest in-game reward opportunities.

HOLDING 1 OR MORE COUNTRY ( T1 ) EARNS: 

● 25% on Exploration Permits

● 5% in-game Distribution Tax when a Region in your Country is traded

● 2.5% in-game Distribution Tax when a Hex Plot in your Country is 

traded

● In-game $XPLR Rewards when Battles take place in your Country

● 2.5% share of all in-game $ULAND transactions distributed 

proportionately to all in-game Land Holders

● Opens your Country's in-game Staking Pool, with 3x in-game Rewards 

on your own stake

● With each new season opening new in-game options and 

opportunities!



REGIONS - TIER II NFTs

Missed out on a Country? Own one of the vast number of Regions & States in 

any Country within the ULAND world.

HOLDING 1 OR MORE REGIONS ( T2 ) EARNS: 

● 2.5% Distribution Tax when any Hex Plot (T3) Land Asset NFT is bought 

or resold underneath you

● 25% on Exploration Permits

● 2.5% in-game Distribution Tax when a Hex Plot in your Region is traded

● 2.5% share of all in-game $ULAND transactions distributed 

proportionately to all in-game Land Holders

● In-game $XPLR Rewards when Battles take place in your Region

● Enables Hex Plots to be sold in your Region

● Participation in Country Staking Pool, with 2x in-game Rewards on your 

own stake

● With each new season opening new in-game options and 

opportunities!



HOLDING 1 OR MORE HEX PLOTS ( T3 ) EARNS:

● In-game $XPLR Rewards if a City Hex Plot you own was captured during 
Battle

● Collect Border Tax from trade via busy Trade Route corridors on Hex 
Plots you own

● Explore your land, with the chance to discover Natural Resources and 
other in-game Rewards

● The ability to Collect, Trade, or Operate in-game Businesses such as 
Mines, Farms, and more

HEROES

As the new world of ULAND is born, powered by the Quantic Cells of Element 

Zero and the free market economy of $ULAND and $XPLR, Heroes will rise to 

defend these new lands, enlisted by the players to expand their empires. 

Every player must acquire at least one Hero to play ULAND. These unique 

assets are NFT Collectibles in and of themselves, and players will be able to 

acquire them from the ULAND Marketplace. With a Hero in hand, players will 

then be able to engage in ULAND’s two primary modes of play: Land Explorer 

& Battle Arena.

HEX PLOTS - TIER III NFTs

The ULAND World's basic component, which represents the smallest piece of 

land you can own within ULAND.

● Future in-game customisation options

● Each Season will open up new in-game 
options and opportunities!



LAND EXPLORER

In Land Explorer, Players will be able to peacefully interact with one 

another, trading Resources, Land, and more as the in-game ULAND 

economy grows from the ground up. Accompanied by the central hub for all 

Players is the Marketplace where Resources, Land, Heroes, and valuable 

Battle Cards can be collected & traded.

In this linear progression mode, the entire World Map of Hex Plots will open 

up to the Player. Once a Hero is acquired, players can collect and trade 

in-game Land Assets from a vast array of Countries (T1), Regions/States 

(T2) and Hex Plots (T3) to reap in-game Rewards, establish Trade Routes 

and expand their empire.



LAND EXPLORER

Land Explorer is also the hub for in-game economic activity:

● Collect and trade top-tier T1 & T2 Land Assets (NFTs) to become a 

formidable land mogul reaping incredible in-game rewards for 

economic activity occurring in your land within ULAND. 

● Collect and trade Hex Plots (T3 Land Asset NFTs), by expanding your 

empire, opening up exciting gameplay functionality and and massive 

in-game reward opportunities for all Players!

● Mine, Farm, or Develop Businesses (NFT Assets) - Run your own 

in-game Gold Mine, Farm, Stone Quarry or even Energy Extractor on 

your Hex Plots to begin harvesting valuable in-game Resources 

(ranging from Common to Ultra Rare) to strengthen your economic 

might! 

● Become a World Superpower to be reckoned with! Build incredible 

Cities in ULAND and earn in-game rewards with City Hex Plots bringing 

more functionality into the future.

● Establish special buildings like Warehouse and a Hero Base to house 

collected Heroes and in-game Resources. 

● Collect strategic Hex Plots (T3) on busy Trade Route corridors to earn 

Border Taxes when other players trade through your territory.

 



BATTLE ARENA

The Arena is the centrepiece 1v1 Matchmaking, Player-vs-Player (PvP) Game 

of ULAND. Battle your Heroes against other players’ stable of warriors to earn 

$XPLR rewards.

Season 1 is COLLAPSE, a real-time, interactive Battle Arena where Heroes 

will face off against one another on a Hex Plot environment, destroying each 

other’s defences, and evading attacks, all while trying to destroy the other 

Hero or their Hero Base. Arenas will be dynamically generated on 

fixed-sized hex grids in Cities across the World, creating continually 

changing battle experiences. This also means that Battles don’t just affect the 

battling Players, but those whose in-game Land is involved too.

When either a Hero falls or a Base is annihilated, the Battle ends and the 

Victor takes the winnings along with a prize to the T1 and T2 holder on whose 

land was involved in the Battle.  

Rewards are distributed via the in-game XPLR Battle Rewards Pool. The 

greatest percentage goes to the Winning Player, while smaller distributions 

are allocated to Hex Plot and City Hex Plot Owners who had their Hexes 

captured during Battle, with the Battle Rewards Pool funded by a percentage 

of all in-game transactions from the Marketplace that are performed in 

$XPLR token.



STAKING POOLS

Part and parcel of any global economy is the opportunity for citizens to play 

the markets. ULAND is no different, with in-game Staking Pools open to 

those who want to enter the futures market.

There will be both in-game Global Staking Pools (ULAND & XPLR) & specific 

Country Staking Pools in ULAND where you can take a punt on the Country’s 

ULAND resource production. 

For example: 

You think Mexico (a T1 NFT Owned by another Player) is going to strike Gold in 

their ULAND Production capabilities within 30 days. Join their pool with an 

investment of XPLR, and receive a proportionate share of in-game Gold 

resource at the end of the month if your instinct was right! 

Players have the option to stake for 30, 60, or 90 day periods. The longer you 

stake, the higher the in-game reward payout at the end of the term.

ULANDERS can follow their instincts and make big moves for in-game 

rewards!



SUMMARISING ULAND

OWN VIRTUAL LAND
By fusing robust tokenomics with classic strategy gameplay, ULAND has built 

an insulated, organic, and exciting Metaverse economy within a brilliant PvP 

Battle game.

Players can choose their style. Want to be a land mogul? Focus on acquiring 

Hex Plots, Regions, and Countries, and develop an in-game industrial base of 

Farms, Mines, Cities, and Businesses to become a Resource Magnate. Prefer 

the warlord life? Spend your $XPLR on Heroes & Battle Cards, and take to the 

Arena for massive in-game rewards.

Or do it all, dive in, and develop your own way in the ULAND World. This is a 

clean slate & new beginning. Play all the angles, meet Players across the 

World, and build an empire that will never be forgotten!

This is ULAND. This is our world remade.
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https://uland.io/
https://ulanders.medium.com
https://discord.gg/uland-io
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https://uland.io/terms
mailto:pr@uland.io
https://www.certik.com/projects/uland
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